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Abstract

Scientific papers and slides are two different
representations of the same underlying infor-
mation, but both require substantial work to
prepare. While there had been prior efforts on
automating document-to-slides generation (Fu
et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2021), tailoring pre-
sentations to suit specific target audience or
fit in a given time duration has been underex-
plored. We introduce end-user specification-
aware document-to-slides generation that re-
flects end-user specifications into conversion
process. First, we introduce a new dataset of pa-
pers and corresponding slide decks from recent
*ACL conferences with four persona-aware
configurations. Second, we present Persona-
Aware-D2S, a novel approach by fine-tuning
LLMs using target audience feedback to cre-
ate persona-aware slides from scientific papers.
Our evaluation using automated metrics and
human surveys suggests that incorporating end-
user specifications into conversion creates pre-
sentations that are not only informative but also
tailored to cognitive abilities of target audience.

1 Presentations are Everywhere. . . How
can we make them customized to end
user needs?

From business to education to research, presen-
tations are everywhere (Zheng et al., 2022; Bhat-
tacharyya, 2014; Tarkhova et al., 2020). A recent
2023 survey reveals that 20.3 million people in
the UK have used Powerpoint and over half (53%)
of people in the UK have been required to create
presentations either at work or in their personal
lives, yet the creation of slide decks from docu-
ments poses significant cognitive load on users.1

This problem can be looked upon as a specific chal-
lenge within the broader context of summarizing
long documents (Koh et al., 2022). Moreover, dur-
ing conversion of a knowledge-rich scientific pa-

1https://www.acuitytraining.co.uk/
news-tips/powerpoint-statistics/
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Figure 1: Output from our proposed Persona-Aware-
D2S model showing the type of content preferred by
end-users of two different persona while demonstrating
the main pipeline of a conference paper.

per for a specific audience, it’s crucial to consider
pragmatic factors like audience expertise on the
subject, duration of presentation, preferred commu-
nication style of audience, etc. Think of a scenario
where you need to quickly create brief, audience-
tailored presentations in just an hour for ACL con-
ference attendees and a paper overview for business
users, balancing complexity with time constraints.
For instance (Figure 1), in a meeting with general
public/businessmen, technical-heavy content might
decrease engagement, as they might be only in-
terested in knowing overall use-case instead of a
detailed model architecture.

Existing work on automating document to
slides (Fu et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2021) provides
a strong foundation, but it lacks mechanisms for
users to customize the creation of slides that reflect
that a single source document can be presented in
multiple ways. Besides, these works are mostly
aligned with fine-tuning based on a single gold
standard (such as maximizing likelihood of Rouge
(Lin, 2004)) and are not aligned with expectations
of humans having diverse expertise.

To address this gap, we make the following con-
tributions: [1] To the best of our knowledge, we in-
troduce a novel task of Human-In-the-Loop (HITL)
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N-S N-L E-S E-L

#Slides 75 75 75 75
#Tokens 299.68 367.88 297.07 431.53
#Unique Tokens 37.29 40.11 38.91 45.23
#Sentences 13.85 24.89 18.2 32.74

Table 1: Statistics of Persona-Aware-D2S-Dataset. We
have users who are experts (E) and novices (N) and pre-
sentation types that are short (S) and long (L). This
dataset enables research of personalized NLP genera-
tion, enhancing user engagement by creating presenta-
tions across various disciplines.

persona-aware transformation of scientific docu-
ments to slides. [2] We introduce a new parallel cor-
pus of document and persona-aware slides by repur-
posing *ACL papers from existing SciDuet dataset
to create persona-aware presentations (Section 2) to
accommodate time constraints and end-user’s tech-
nical background.2 [3] We are the first to propose
a simple method that harnesses the power of LLMs
to design end-user specification-aware presenta-
tions using natural language instructions (prompts)
and [4] we propose Persona-Aware D2S, a novel
pipeline for creating persona-aware presentations
which comprises of generating persona-specific
slide outlines, followed by a persona-aware con-
tent extractor to fetch relevant snippets from docu-
ments for each outline and summarizing and align-
ing snippets on slides (Section 3) and evaluate us-
ing both automatic metrics and human judgement
(Section 5, 6).

2 Persona-Aware-D2S-Dataset Creation

Prior research has predominantly addressed prepar-
ing technical conference slides (Section 7), neglect-
ing diverse presentation types, audiences, and dura-
tions. To fill this gap, we curate a novel benchmark
evaluation dataset that encompasses a wider spec-
trum of presentation needs. Our dataset focuses
only on a subset of 75 papers from SciDuet (Sun
et al., 2021) dataset to create persona-aware config-
uration slides of each paper.

Data Annotation: We hope that our dataset will
serve as a benchmark to train and evaluate persona-
aware slide generation models, thus we conduct
human annotation of our chosen subset of papers
(75 papers). Using Upwork, we hired two work-
ers familiar with Machine learning and NLP (5

2https://github.com/Ishani-Mondal/
Persona-Aware-D2S

years of experience) and well-versed with creat-
ing presentations from documents (skill set: Pre-
sentation making) to create a parallel dataset con-
taining paper and four persona-aware presenta-
tions: 1) Expert-Long (E-L) tailored for con-
ference attendees and detailed presentation, 2)
Expert-Short (E-S) tailored for conference atten-
dees quickly, 3) Non-Expert-Long (N-L) tailored
for business attendees and detailed presentation, 4)
Non-Expert-Short (N-S) tailored for business at-
tendees quickly). While hiring, we showed them a
paper, asked them to go through it, and answer five
technical, conceptual and basic questions regarding
that paper. We made a hiring decision if they could
provide satisfactory answers and also made good
presentations (B.1). After hiring, we ran a pilot
phase to ensure that could create persona-aware
presentations for each paper, when the task is to
create four configuration of persona-aware presen-
tations from two papers (as mentioned previously).
Specific instructions were provided on choosing
sentences/figures/tables from only the paper and no
content should be included from external sources.

To ensure quality, two authors checked the de-
tails of created presentations and started final round
of annotation. After that, we randomly chose 200
documents (other than papers used during training)
from the SciDuet dataset, and asked them to cre-
ate four configuration of presentation slide decks
for each of the chosen 200 documents. We ex-
change the presentations created between the two
annotators amongst them and asked to rate the qual-
ity of presentations on a Likert scale of 1–5 and
retained 75 PDFs and corresponding four slides
per PDF where Likert scale rating ě 3.5. It typ-
ically took two week to thoroughly annotate the
dataset. This is necessary for producing various
slide configurations (including long, short, expert,
and non-expert) from each document. We directed
the annotators to initially create detailed presenta-
tions (long), and then modify these to create shorter
versions. It typically took two weeks to thoroughly
annotate the dataset. This is necessary for produc-
ing various slide configurations (including long,
short, expert, and non-expert) from each document.
We directed them to initially create detailed pre-
sentations (long), and then modify these to create
shorter versions.

Our dataset is split into train (20), dev (5) and
test (50) set (number of papers in bracket). Each pa-
per has four configuration of slides (total 75 papers
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and 300 slides). 56.3% slide outlines annotated
are generic (e.g., method, results). Each slide com-
prises of content from more than one section of
the paper, and on average each slide contain sen-
tences selected from 2.5 sections. For short and
long presentations, average number of slides are
4.56 and 7.6 and average number of tokens are
125.2 and 580.6 (Table 1). 87.34% of slide outlines
have fewer than 4 tokens, the top-3 frequent uni-
grams are Introduction, Motivation, Solution and
top-3 bigrams include Problem Statement, Related
Work, Solution Approach. SciDuet samples diverse
papers based on NLP tasks/domains and contribu-
tion types. GPT-4 provides silver labels for task
and contribution types using paper abstracts and
titles. Post-annotation, the first author edits and
verifies for gold labels. The tasks and contributions
are clustered into ten and five groups followed by
manual verification by the first author (Table 7).

3 Persona-Aware D2S Model Pipeline

A document D is organized into sections SE and
a set of multimodal content figures/tables F . Each
figure Fq = {Iq, Capq} contains an image Iq and a
caption Capq. We denote Document content using
C, heading as H and abstract of paper as A. Our
model pipeline takes document content C, audi-
ence background B (B P {e, ne} where experts
are denoted by e and non-experts by ne) and du-
ration of presentation L (L P {l,s} where l and s
stand for long and short presentations) as input and
generates final slide deck O, without including any
external content. We denote input tuples IN = {C,
B, L} and output slide deck as O, where probabil-
ity of generating slide deck ppO |C,B,Lq has to
be maximized. Our model pipeline is decomposed
into following steps:

3.1 Persona-aware Slide Outline Generation

The first step is to have a mental model of how the
slide outlines of the transformed document should
look like, which comprises of choosing outline and
the order in which the outline should be presented.
Given A, H corresponding to a document, we gen-
erate slide outlines t = {t1, t2, ... tj} for each of
the four persona-aware constraints B and L that
strictly follow the order in which the slides in the
slide deck O should be generated. Thus, we model
the problem of persona-aware topic generation as
conditional probability: P pt | INq. Since B and L
are binary variables, their combined set contains

four possible combinations and for each combina-
tion, we generate topics.

3.1.1 Supervised Fine-tuning (SFT-F)
We fine-tune LLM using prompt created using
persona-aware inputs (IN ), and responses (slide
outlines t) from the train split of Persona-Aware-
D2S-Dataset in a supervised policy πSFT . It ad-
justs weights in LLM by minimizing cross-entropy
loss between generated topics (T 1) and ground-
truth topics (T ). We finetune such that for each
configuration, we generate supervised policies for
non-expert-long configuration (πSFT pB“ne,L“lq),
non-expert-short configuration (πSFT pB“ne,L“sq),
expert-long configuration (πSFT pB“e,L“lq) and
expert-short configuration (πSFT pB“e,L“sq).

3.1.2 Fine-tuning using Preference Data (P-F)
While LMs learn broad world knowledge, achiev-
ing precise control of their behavior is difficult due
to unsupervised nature of their training. So it is
imperative to gain steerability by collecting human
labels of the relative quality of generations and fur-
ther fine-tune the unsupervised LM to align with
these preferences (reinforcement learning from hu-
man feedback (Christiano et al., 2017)).

Reward Modelling Inspired by the motivation,
we fine-tune our supervised policies to generate
data that humans prefer on certain criteria, thus
we need to model rewards for each criteria. On
dev set, we generate set of topics using super-
vised policies πSFT pB“ne,L“lq, πSFT pB“ne,L“sq,
πSFT pB“e,L“lq and πSFT pB“e,L“sq for each con-
figuration. Using each policy, we vary tempera-
ture, top-K sampling and top-p nucleus sampling
to generate 5 topic set for each persona-aware in-
put (IN ). Then we ask three experts to pairwise
rank the topic set generated by πSFT pB“e,L“lq and
πSFT pB“e,L“sq on two criteria (comprehensibility
to target audience and length-based satisfac-
tion) and similarly three non-experts (B.2) to pair-
wise rank the topics generated by πSFT pB“ne,L“lq
and πSFT pB“ne,L“sq.3 We consider only those re-
sponses where there is a majority voting or con-
sensus (e.g., for input prompt A, r1 is chosen over
r2 by two experts on comprehensibility to target
audience criteria, and r2 is chosen over r1 by an-
other expert, we finally consider r1 over r2 on this
criteria for prompt A), and discard those samples

3these annotators differ from the ones asked to evaluate
slides, just to mitigate any potential bias during evaluation
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Figure 2: Shows the entire information flow of Persona-Aware D2S-Model Pipeline. Initially, LLM for Topic
Generator is trained with supervision from Persona-Aware D2S dataset, followed by finetuning using human-
feedback to produce Fine-tuned LM for Topic Generator. For each generated slide outline, we filter content from
document to extract relevant snippet for the title, the final content generator LLM is fine-tuned with Human Feedback.
The content for all slide outlines are summarized and aligned to produce a logically coherent slide deck.

from the human-preference comparison data where
there is no such consensus. Using this collected
data, we train a reward model to generate reward
(for each criteria) for a (prompt A, topic set t) pair
by maximizing difference between the reward for
the chosen response (sw) and that of the rejected
response (sr), the goal is to minimize the expected
loss for all training samples (train):

loss “ ´ExPtrain logσ psw ´ srq (1)

Now, we have four trained reward models: RM-
Comprehensibilty (RM-C-E), RM-Length (RM-
L-E) for the experts and RM-C-NE and RM-L-NE
for the non-experts.

Final Preference Fine-tune with estimated
rewards and Inference Finally, we sample
prompts (IN ) from train set and generate five topic-
sets by varying temperature using the πSFT for
each configuration. For each (sample, topic-set)
pair, we use the RM-Comprehensibilty and RM-
Length to generate rewards and further fine-tune
LLM with the (prompt, reward) as input and topic-
set as output, drawing on the principle of Decision
Transformer (Chen et al., 2021) that abstracts Rein-
forcement Learning (RL) as a sequence modeling

problem. During inference on test set, we provide
the maximum reward for each criteria as input to
each prompt, and obtain the sequence of topics that
is optimal for that reward.

3.2 Persona-aware Content Extraction
Given the slide outlines t generated by persona
aware slide outline generation module, this step se-
lects a set of relevant sentences Ti and figure/table
captions Cq for each title ti from the document
content C for the specified constraints B and L. To
accomplish this goal of personalization, we under-
take a two-step process. First, we use a retriever
that fetches relevant content from source document
(D) for each slide outline (t). Since prompting an
LLM to choose relevant sentences from entire pa-
per with t as a query is an expensive operation, we
use a non-LLM based sparse retriever (3.2) to en-
sure that the subset retrieved for each slide outline
is small enough to make minimum number of LLM-
calls and most of the gold- snippets for each title
is included in the fetched content. So, we chunk C
into a subset Su that serve as candidates for extract-
ing persona-aware relevant content, and passed on
to finally filter out information from Su. Therefore,
we model the problem of persona-aware content
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extraction as conditional probability: P pt | INq.
Since B and L are binary variables, their combined
set contains four possible combinations and for
each combination, we generate content for a fixed
value of A, H .

Topic-wise High Recall Section Filter First, we
match each title in the slide t = {t1, t2...tn} to
the most relevant section titles of the paper, which
can serve as potential candidates for Su. Formally,
given a candidate set of section headings SH , a
query ti we retrieve the top-k section headings us-
ing fuzzy match with a similarity score greater than
th. Our choice of threshold (th) is determined af-
ter tuning on the development split. If none of
the sections in the paper satisfy this condition, we
use sentence transformers (Reimers and Gurevych,
2019) to choose a section which has the highest
similarity with the given slide outline. After choos-
ing paper section titles for each t, we concatenate
all the content (sentences and captions) belonging
to the matched sections of the paper.

Persona-aware Content Extraction from Candi-
dates Content Based on the output of retriever
in step 3.2, we extract sentences tailored to the
needs of end-user in this step. We follow the simi-
lar approach as persona-aware content extraction
as performed in 3.1.1 where in Step 1 we first
fine-tune an LLM using slide outline t, persona-
aware prompts with Su from candidate sentences
per title, and responses (most relevant sentences
Surelevant) from the train split of Persona-Aware-
D2S-Dataset in a supervised policy πSFT´CE .
It adjusts weights in LLM by minimizing cross-
entropy loss between generated sentences and
ground-truth sentences, then in Step 2, we fol-
low the same principle (as mentioned in 3.1.2)
of reward modelling and further finetuning LLM
towards human preferences to choose the best set of
sentences for each configuration per slide outline.

3.3 Summarization and Logical Alignment

The goal of this step is to convert the extractive
snippets in a logically structured way such that
the consumer of presentation can easily follow the
content rendered from beginning to end. So, we
summarize the content extracted for each slide out-
line t, then pass the summarized bullet points to an
LLM asking for re-arranging the content inside a
topic or across the topic to make it consumable by
the audience.

4 Experimental Details

Our Persona-Aware-D2S pipeline is based on
auto-regressive generative large language models
(LLMs). We have experimented with GPT-2 (text-
davinci-002), GPT-3 (text-davinci-003) and Chat-
GPT (gpt-3.5-turbo) as LLMs. In our pipeline,
we have personalized both topic generation and
content extraction steps and compared with non-
personalized configurations.

Topic Generation Baselines We consider the
following baselines for generating t from D (G):
1) Non-persona-aware Zero-shot Topic Gener-
ation (NZS-TG): Our prompt to the LLM com-
prises of only A and T of a document D, and we
ask it to generate t. 2) Persona-aware Zero-shot
Topic Generation (ZS-TG): Apart from the input
to NZS-TG, we include B and L in the prompt
and we ask it to generate t. 3) Persona-aware
Few-shot Topic Generation (FS-TG): Apart from
the input in ZS-TG, we provide k1 input-output
samples from the train-split of Persona-Aware-
D2S-Dataset, along with k1 input-output samples
and we ask it to generate t.

Content Extraction Baselines We consider base-
lines for generating Su relevant to t from D ( G): 1)
Non-persona-aware Zero-shot Content Extrac-
tion (NZS-CE): Our prompt to LLM comprises
of top-k content corresponding to ti, and ask to
select Su. 2) Persona-aware Zero-shot Content
Extraction (ZS-CE): comprises of top-k content
element corresponding to ti, B and L and ask to
select Su. 3) Personalized Few-shot Content Ex-
traction (FS-CE): Apart from input in ZS-CE, we
provide k1 input-output samples from train-split of
the dataset and ask to select Su.

Hyperparameters and Model Details We fine-
tuned GPT-3.5-turbo from OpenAI. The models are
finetuned for 3 epochs, with learning rate 0.2, batch
size 256. The zero-shot and few-shot experiments
are carried out with temperature 0 to have a repro-
ducible setup. We use distillbert-base to calculate
reward on comparison data collected during human
feedback collection.4

5 Evaluation: Automatic Measures

Our proposed candidate-filtering approach
saves GPT-calls by eight times Table 10 shows

4https://huggingface.co/
distilbert-base-cased
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Methodology Rouge-1 Rouge-2 Rouge-L

ZS-TG 2.66 1.42 2.61
FS-TG 4.45 2.44 4.33
SFT-F-TG 38.77 19.96 38.17
P-F-TG 37.12 18.41 36.78

Table 2: Performance Comparison of Different Method-
ologies of Topic-Generation where it highlights that
Supervised Fine-Tuning (SFT-F-TG) and Preference
Fine-Tuning (P-F-TG) methodologies significantly out-
perform Zero-Shot (ZS-TG) and Few-Shot (FS-TG) in
Rouge-1, Rouge-2, and Rouge-L metrics.

Evaluation MetricsModel Input
Precision Recall F1-score

NZS-CE A+T 0.12 (0.08) 0.44 (0.11) 0.18 (0.06)

ZS-CE A+T+B 0.30 (0.06) 0.47 (0.05) 0.38 (0.06)
A+T+B+L 0.32 (0.03) 0.42 (0.01) 0.36 (0.04)

FS-CE A+T+B 0.32 (0.06) 0.46 (0.05) 0.37 (0.06)
A+T+B+L 0.34 (0.03) 0.47 (0.01) 0.40 (0.04)

SFT-F A+T+B 0.41 (0.02) 0.70 (0.05) 0.51 (0.03)

A+T+B+L 0.45 (0.06) 0.72 (0.05) 0.54 (0.06)

P-F
A+T+B 0.40 (0.02) 0.66 (0.03) 0.45 (0.01)

A+T+B+L 0.45 (0.04) 0.65 (0.05) 0.51 (0.05)

Table 3: Evaluation Results of content Extraction on
test set. Rows for each model shows performance with
different input features: Abstract (A), Title (T), Back-
ground of audience (B), and Length of presentation (L).
The brackets indicate standard deviation after running
on different prompt variations. SFT-F and P-F method-
ologies outperform others across all evaluation metrics.

the trade-off between using entire paper as candi-
dates in 3.2 (higher number of GPT calls) vs the per-
formance of recall in candidate filtering. This step
was mostly done to chunk the input prompt (for
GPT3.5) to 4096 token limit, but we infer that mak-
ing smaller number of GPT calls upto five might
hurt the performance of candidate retrieval.

Our proposed models outperform the base-
lines for module-wise and end-to-end evaluation.
We have compared our approaches using automatic
Rouge based evaluation for the topic generation
module, and the results are tabulated in Table 2.
Besides, when we use chunked candidate set of
relevant sentences and pass it to CE module, our
maximum recall stands (token limit of the candi-
dates is 2500) at 78.89%. Even after that, aver-
age F1-scores significantly improve by 12% after
finetuning GPT-3.5-turbo over baselines (Table 3).
Moreover, Table 4 indicates that our P-F model
outperforms all other baselines on end-to-end per-
formance evaluation of slide generation for all the
configurations except Expert-Short where SFT-F is
the winning candidate.
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Figure 3: Average User Ratings by Experts on generated
topics (Human-created and 3 model-created).

Generalizability of our approach with other
LLMs Table 11 shows that almost any GPT-
based LLMs can be leveraged with our approach.
We conduct all experiments with GPT-3.5-turbo
due to its decent performance with standard con-
text window while being cheaper than GPT-3.

Comparison with existing D2S (Sun et al., 2021)
In our study, we focused on the “Expert Long” con-
figuration, targeting presentations from the D2S
dataset, predominantly featuring over eight slides,
designed by specialists for technical conferences.
Using the fine-tuned model for this specific setup,
we analyzed the D2S dataset’s content and top-
ics (SFT-TG and SFT-F) through our complete
Persona-Aware D2S pipeline. Our findings re-
veal significant enhancements post-supervised fine-
tuning (SFT-TG and SFT-F), with the results outper-
forming those of the leading model in the original
D2S Paper (Table 5).

6 How ‘good’ are the presentations
according to the human raters?

Inspired by Ribeiro et al. (2020), automatic evalua-
tion metrics alone cannot accurately estimate the
performance of a model. Thus, we assess whether
the generated slides translate into lesser cognitive
load of authors (Section 6.2) and better satisfac-
tion as judged by participants of diverse expertise
(both quantitatively in 6.1 and qualitatively in 6.3),
hired through Upwork (B.2). The human evalua-
tion task involves rating slide outputs by reading
the corresponding papers from our dataset.
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Expert-Long Expert-Short Non-Expert-Long Non-Expert-Short

R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

Zero-shot 0.12 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.06 0.05 0.04
Few-shot 0.10 0.09 0.07 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.12 0.10 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.06
SFT-F 0.26 0.23 0.21 0.17 0.15 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.14 0.19 0.16 0.15
P-F 0.28 0.24 0.22 0.13 0.14 0.13 0.19 0.17 0.17 0.19 0.18 0.16

Table 4: Final Evaluation of Slides using the Persona-Aware-D2S pipeline (topic generation, content extraction,
summmarization) for all four persona-aware configurations on Rouge-1, Rouge-2 and Rouge-L measures, showing
that P-F models outperform others on all configuration except Expert-Short. The P-F model consistently outperforms
other methodologies in the final evaluation of the pipeline, achieving the highest scores in Rouge-1, Rouge-2, and
Rouge-L measures across almost all configurations. Notably, the P-F model excels in both expert and non-expert
settings for long presentations. However, in the Expert-Short configuration, the SFT-F model shows superior
performance, suggesting its effectiveness in concise content summarization for expert audiences.

Methodology R-1 R-2 R-L

Existing D2S (Reported) 20.47 5.26 19.08
Our method 22.34 19.12 22.11

Table 5: Our Expert-Long Configuration significantly
outperforms existing D2S pipeline with higher Rouge-1
(R-1), Rouge-2 (R-2), and Rouge-L (R-L).
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Figure 4: Average User Ratings by Non-Experts on
generated topics (Human-created and 3 model-created).

6.1 Module-wise Evaluation and Findings

To assess effectiveness of every module in our
model pipeline, we conduct a user study involv-
ing both technical experts and non-experts. We
maintain consistent inputs at every intermedi-
ate step to ensure fair evaluation and use non-
personalized evaluation criteria like Coverage,
Relevance, Readability, Coherence and persona-
aware evaluation criteria like Comprehensibility
and Aptness of content volume based on length
of Presentation (Details in A).

Coherence Coverage Readability Relevance
0

1

2

3

4

Evaluation Metrics

Sc
or

e

Metric
After Alignment Before Alignment

Figure 5: Average User Ratings (1–5) on 10 randomly
sampled slide decks after Summarization+Alignment
(Step-3) compared to extractive approach of slide gener-
ation (Step-2) indicating that summarization and align-
ment is important for improved user experience.

6.1.1 Evaluation on Topic Generation
We randomly sample ten papers from test set, gen-
erate four configurations of topic generation and
show non-expert configuration to non-experts and
vice-versa. For both groups, we also show top-
ics customized for both long and short presenta-
tions: a) Human-written topics, b) ZS-TG output,
c) SFT-F TG output and d) P-F TG output. These
were rated by both groups on a 5-point Likert Scale
along two persona-aware criteria. Ratings on same
model’s outputs are aggregated into average, result-
ing in three scores for each of the configurations.

Irrespective of presentation duration, techni-
cal experts prefer comprehensible slide outlines
while non-experts prefer concise titles. The
most comprehensible and length-based satisfac-
tory slide outlines were generated by humans (Fig-
ure 3). Experts have rated comprehensibility of
slide outlines generated by our ZS and PR-model
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Figure 6: Source: (Zhang et al., 2019) the left slide is produced by P-F model for non-experts on ‘Model Details’
with explanations of technical jargons and less details on network and the right slide is generated by P-F model on
‘Model Details’ with content explaining the nitty gritty details of training and no explanations of jargons.
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Figure 7: Average User Ratings by Experts on 4 slide
configurations (Human-created and 3 model-created) in
which experts rate our model-generated slides higher on
all criteria compared to baselines, except coverage.

higher than the SFT-F model. Whereas, non-
experts rated the comprehensibility of P-F higher
than all other baselines, followed by SFT-F model
(Figure 4). Even though the experts prefer more de-
tailed, technical illustration-heavy topics that cater
to their depth of knowledge, the non-experts prefer
slide outlines that are less cluttered with technical
jargons (Table 8). On Length-based satisfaction,
both the groups prefer SFT-F and PR-F outputs
compared to that of ZS-F.

6.1.2 Evaluation on Content Extraction

As an evaluation set, we sample twenty random
slides from the papers in the test set ensuring
that the slide outlines are diverse (e.g., Results,
Methodology, Conclusion, Baseline Experiments,
etc.). Next we generate four configurations of each
slide (N-S, N-L, E-S and E-L). For each configura-
tion, we choose the human-created slide from our
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Figure 8: Average User Ratings by Non-Experts on
4 slide configurations (Human-created and 3 model-
created) in which non-experts rate our model-generated
slides higher on all criteria compared to baselines, but
comprehensibility is low overall.

dataset, our Z-S, SFT-F and P-F model generated
slides and show the N-S and N-L configuration
to non-experts and E-S and E-L to experts. Both
groups rate the slides along the following dimen-
sions (Coverage, Relevance, Length-based Satisfac-
tion, Comprehensibility) on a 5-point Likert scale.

Experts rate our model-generated slides higher
on all criteria compared to baselines, however
on average non-experts’ rate comprehensibility
lower for all slides. (Figure 7) Experts prefer
human-generated slides on all the criteria, except
coverage of the paper (-0.8). ZS-TG provides the
highest coverage but the least relevance, experts
rate the SFT-F and P-F generated models equally
high on coverage, length-based satisfaction and
comprehensibility, indicating that experts prefer
quality of our model (SFT-F and P-F) generated
slides over baseline ZS-method. However, non-
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experts rate comprehensibility of all slides lower
than their ratings on other criteria (Figure 8), on
average their ratings displayed similar trends as
followed by experts, thus we conduct a follow-up
study (Section C).

6.1.3 Evaluation of Summarization
During evaluation, we choose ten papers and same
set of experts and non-experts to evaluate how
much does this step enhance user’s experience
on Readability, Coherence, Coverage and Rele-
vance of Content. To ensure that the summarized
content does not induce hallucination, the annota-
tors were asked to rate on the basis of “Relevance
of content”. It essentially subsumes the concern
of hallucinations since the annotators were specif-
ically asked to rate higher if the content in slides
fetched from the document are relevant to the slide
topic/title. Figure 5 shows improvement on co-
herence (+0.5) and readability (+1), with minimal
impact on coverage (-0.05) and relevance (0).

6.2 Reducing cognitive load of authors while
making personalized presentations

We analyzed whether our model can reduce au-
thors’ cognitive load in creating persona-aware pre-
sentations. We generated N-S and N-L configura-
tions using both baseline (ZS) and our model (P-F)
for two random papers in test set and presented
to three NLP experts asking how much time they
would need to complete making presentations for
non-experts (short and long) when starting with
N-S and N-L configurations from our proposed
model, baseline model and compared to starting
from scratch. Table 12 indicates a majority con-
sensus between authors that making presentations
from scratch takes over one hour, but using ZS
model’s output can cut it down to 45 to 60 minutes,
and P-F can bring it below 30 minutes.

6.3 Qualitative Analysis

Apart from quantitative human evaluation, we also
randomly sample ten slides and look at all the
four configurations of those slides generated by
our model P-F and the baseline. For instance, cor-
responding to the slide outline “Model Details”,
we obtain expert-long and non-expert-long config-
uration of slides (Figure 6) and similar set of con-
figurations for slide outline “Results” in Figure 9.
The striking difference between the technical and
non-technical presentations is amount of technical
complexity rendered in front of the audience on the

same paper and on the same topic. In figures 11
and 12, non-relevant content based on slide outline
is less compared to ones produced by baseline.

7 Background and Related Work

7.1 Document to Slides Generation
Prior work on generating slides from documents
have used both heuristic-based (Masum et al., 2005;
Shibata and Kurohashi, 2005; Wang and Sumiya,
2013; Winters and Mathewson, 2019; Sravanthi
et al., 2009) (relying heavily on handcrafted fea-
tures) and ML approaches (Hu and Wan, 2013;
Li et al., 2021; Bhandare et al., 2016; Sefid and
Wu, 2019) to learn the importance of sentences and
key phrases in each slide. However, they rely on
extractive methods to fetch sentences from docu-
ment as slide content. More recently, abstractive
approaches based on diverse titles that summarize
extracted content have been explored by Sun et al.
(2021) and Fu et al. (2021).

7.2 Persona-Aware Generation
About persona-aware response generation, some
benchmark conversation datasets has been pro-
posed to assess the conversation focusing on differ-
ent personal attributes such as: Xu et al. (2022b)
presents a dialogue generation framework to up-
date long-term persona memory without requiring
datasets for model training. Zhang et al. (2018) pro-
posed PERSONA-CHAT dataset to make chitchat
dialogues more engaging by conditioning them on
user’s profile information. Recently, with the ad-
vent of LLMs, researchers have tried different ways
to generate personalized dialogues (Lee et al., 2022;
Xu et al., 2022a). However, little attention has been
paid to document to slides generation depending
on target audiences’ specifications.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

We introduce the concept of end-user specification-
aware document to slides conversion. Our novel
three-step approach models human preferences in
document to slide generation using human-in-the-
loop. Moreover, in future, we want to let the
humans exploit their creativity on top of the ini-
tial draft of persona-aware slides prepared by our
models, through human-AI collaboration (Amershi
et al., 2019) in which one could quickly create a
slide deck improving the content and layout on-
the-fly, generating or editing multimodal content
through human textual feedback.
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Limitations

Even though we receive good feedback from hu-
man experts on the created slides, we want to point
out the two following limitations: 1) Our approach
is limited to be faithful to document content, 2)
Most of the technical jargons need to be explained
to people with limited background regarding im-
ages, videos or definitions of jargons. Our method
is restricted to using human-authored figure cap-
tions for depicting images in the source paper dur-
ing slide creation, lacking the ability to generate
diverse types of diagram or capture additional im-
age nuances. Without multimodal representation of
figures, poorly representative captions can lead to
significant information loss about the images. Fur-
thermore, our model’s capabilities are confined to
producing textual summaries in bullet point format;
it neither creates original figures nor accesses ex-
isting image databases. Additionally, our approach
does not take into account the layout design of the
slides.

To address these limitations, future work could
focus on integrating multimodal representation
techniques to better capture and represent the nu-
ances of images, enhancing the ability to generate
more diverse and creative visual content. Addi-
tionally, incorporating advanced image retrieval
systems and algorithms for layout design could sig-
nificantly improve the overall quality and visual
appeal of the generated slides.
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Evaluating the Slide Content
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2, 3, 4 or 5 (Likert Scale) Also, each of the pre-
sentation has table and figure captiions, You can
consider that whenever table or figure is refered,
they are present in slide deck. Now you can rate the
quality of each slide based on the instructions be-
low: Coverage (This criteria is based on how much
most of the content is in a paper for a particular
slide title): It speaks of whether all relevant details
of a topic are present. Please assume that this is a
presentation, not every detail can be included
Relevance to Slide Title (How much are all the
content in each slide relevant?): Whether all sen-
tences, tables, figures in slides are relevant to the
slide title
Fit for Length of Presentation or Length-based
satisfaction: How much do you think that the slide
title has enough information (in a presentation) for
long or short duration?) If the presentation is long,
you can expect nitty gritty details on the paper, oth-
erwise, we can settle on the most important and
relevant content for a topic
Fit for the type of audience or Comprehensibil-
ity (How much do you think a technical expert or
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herent, concise, and grammatically correct.
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Figure 9: The left slide is produced by P-F model for non-experts with explanations of phrases, and less technical
jargons like ‘statistical significance’ and the right slide is a technical results-heavy presentation for experts.

Correct Incorrect Can’t Decide

Human-created 74.4% 15.6% 10%
SFT-P Generated 67.2% 17.3% 15.5%
P-F Generated 68.2% 12.5% 19.3%

Table 6: Delves into the question of how accurately both
experts and non-experts can discern whether a presen-
tation is tailored for a technical audience or one with
limited technical knowledge. The results underscore an
intriguing aspect of human perception, revealing that
there is no unequivocal consensus, and this observation
holds true both when individuals are examining slides
created by humans and those generated by our models.

Primary Task Label/Domain Papers (%)

Coreference Resolution 11.8
Machine translation 17.64
Generation (dialogue, response) 8.4
Multilingual analysis 7.5
Embeddings, semantic similarity 7.35
Question Answering 10.34
Information Extraction 14.7
Domain Adaptation 4.4
Multimodal Applications 3.1
Miscellaneous 14.77

Table 7: Distribution of Papers (%) in the Persona-
Aware-D2S Dataset Across Tasks and Domains

B Hiring Upwork Participants

B.1 Hiring Workers for Dataset Creation

Using Upwork, we hired two workers familiar with
Machine learning and NLP with almost 5 years of
experience and well-versed with creating presen-
tations from documents, sorted by having a skill
set of Presentation making. The hiring was made
after shortlisting them through interviews, where
they were initially asked to read the paper (Devlin
et al., 2019) and answer questions like : 1) What is
the novelty of this approach? 2) What is the moti-

vation behind the main algorithm? 3) What are the
strengths and weaknesses of this paper? 4) What
was the state-of-art algorithm before this model
came in? 5) What kind of evaluation has been
made using this approach? Moreover, they were
asked to make a presentation suitable for presenting
it in an AI conference. Based on their answers and
the quality of the presentation being made, the first
two authors of the paper made a hiring decision.

B.2 Characterizing workers in Upwork into
‘Experts’ vs ‘Non-Experts’

We wanted to have a clear distinction between who
we call as technical ‘experts’ vs ‘non-experts’. We
hire twelve people using Upwork and characterize
six of them into ‘experts’ and rest as ‘non-experts’.
For understanding the depth and knowledge of the
workers in NLP, Machine Learning research and
their experience of attending prior AI conferences,
we ask them to answer the following questions
as shown in Figure 10 and also some additional
questions J. The ones who have provided satisfac-
tory answers to questions such as prior attendance
to NLP conference, number of NLP papers they
have read, answering convincing details about what
they like and dislike in the paper, and also whether
they had any rior publication. Three experts had
prior publications, while other three had summa-
rized the paper, strengths and weaknesses of the
paper well. The non-experts community comprised
mostly of data analysts, machine learning engineers
who had no/limited prior experience in attending
conferences.

We have used three experts and three non-experts
for providing feedback (choosing one response
over the other) on the model responses (both in
topic generation and content extraction) during
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Configuration Topics generated by ZS-TG Topics generated by SFT-P
TG

Topics generated by P-F TG

Non-
Expert-
Long

[“Introduction to the WMT19 Metrics Shared Task”, “Ob-
jective of the research paper”, “Overview of the transla-
tion systems and metrics used”, “Explanation of system-
level evaluation”, “Explanation of segment-level evaluation”,
“Importance of manual evaluation using direct assessment
(DA)”, “Summary of the results obtained”, “Discussion on
the research paper’s approach”, “Conclusion and future di-
rections”, “Q&A session”]

[‘Problem statement’, ‘Solu-
tion’, ‘System-level evalua-
tion’, ‘Results’, ‘Segment-
level evaluation’, ‘Analysis’]

[‘Problem statement’, ‘So-
lution’, ‘Quality Estimation
Metrics’, ‘Quality Analysis’,
‘Human Judgements’, ‘QE as
a Metrics Analysis’, ‘Human
Evaluations’, ‘Baseline Exper-
iments’, ‘Data Set’, ‘Evalua-
tion’]

Table 8: Sample output predictions for topic generation algorithm.

Correct Incorrect Can’t Decide

Human-created 94.4% 3.2% 2.4%
SFT-P Generated 91.2% 7.3% 1.5%
P-F Generated 89.7% 8.2% 2.1%

Table 9: Sheds light on the ability of both experts and
non-experts to discern whether slides are tailored for
short or long duration, revealing a striking consensus
among individuals in making correct choice, whether
they are examining slides crafted by human (94.4%) or
those generated by our models (91.2%, 89.7%).

human-in-the-loop preference data collection as
defined in Section 3.1.2.

The other three experts and three non-experts
were asked to rate the quality of presentations at
each step of the slide generation process as men-
tioned in Section 6 (Instructions in H and I).

C Double checking Personalization of the
Content Extraction module

Content customization for long vs short presen-
tations were easy, but non-experts want more
explanations of technical jargons. We believe
that asking users to distinguish generated samples
between these two classes will serve as a proxy for
assessing the level of personalization in the slides.
We conduct a user study to assess the reader’s ca-
pacity to identify whether the generated slides are
tailored for long or short presentations/for tech-
nical experts or non-expert audiences. We sam-
ple 20 slides from papers in test set and gener-
ate variations for both long/short presentations, as
well as for expert and non-expert audiences, using
human-created, SFT-P and P-F models. Table 9
shows that 94.4% of the users could distinguish
between the slides tailored for long vs short pre-
sentations. However, an interesting observation
(Table 6) while distinguishing between technical vs
non-technical presentation was that, the entropy be-
tween decision-making is quite high, revealing that
there is no unequivocal consensus, and this obser-

vation holds true both when individuals are exam-
ining slides created by humans and those generated
by our models. After uncovering these results, we
talked to raters to explore the lack of consensus.
Both human-created and model-generated slides
contained technical content segments, making it
difficult to choose one over the other. The key take-
away is the pressing need for clearer technical
explanations.

D Prompts for Zero-shot Personalized
Content Extraction:

NZS-TG-Prompt is I want to
present the paper with [title]
and abstract [abstract] using
a presentation. Can you create
slide outlines for that? Format
your response as JSON Object with
keys as paperID and topics where
paperID is the [title] and the
topics are a list of what you
chose for making slides.

NZ-CE-prompt is You are
creating a slide deck for
presenting to people. In
particular you want to create
a slides on the topic of [topic]
Choose the sentences pertaining
to the topic of [topic]from the
list of [list of sentences] such
that all the content should be
informative, understandable,
crisp, and all relevant and
descriptive details. Only
extract the sentences and format
your answer as JSON with key as
the topic [topic] and value as
the list of relevant sentences.

prompt for NS is You are
creating a short slide deck for
presenting to the non-technical
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Figure 10: Shows the survey form used to recruit participants in fields like Software Engineering, ML/Data Science,
NLP, and Computer Vision and the main goal is to analyze the effectiveness of persona-tailored scientific slide
generation. It measures the participant’s familiarity with NLP papers, presentation experience, and willingness to
prepare for the task. Respondents are also asked about their frequency of creating AI-related presentations.

audience who cares mostly about
the overall impact of the
solution approach in the research
paper. They don’t understand any
of the technical jargons used
in the literature of machine
learning and natural language
processing tasks. In particular
you want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the topic
of [topic] from the list of [list
of sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and

value as the list of relevant
sentences.

prompt for NL is You are
creating a long slide deck for
presenting to the non-technical
audience who cares mostly about
the overall impact of the
solution approach in the research
paper. They don’t understand any
of the technical jargons used
in the literature of machine
learning and natural language
processing tasks. In particular
you want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the topic
of [topic] from the list of [list
of sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
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understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

prompt for ES is You are
creating a short slide deck
for presenting to the technical
audience who wants to know the
problem, solution, its impact,
technical details, proofs and
results. In particular you
want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the topic
of [topic] from the list of [list
of sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

prompt for EL is You are
creating a long slide deck for
presenting to the technical
audience who wants to know the
problem, solution, its impact,
technical details, proofs and
results. In particular you
want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the
topic of [topic] from the list
of [sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

prompt for EL is You are
creating a long slide deck for
presenting to the technical
audience who wants to know the

problem, solution, its impact,
technical details, proofs and
results. In particular you
want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the
topic of [topic] from the list
of [sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

E Prompts for Few-shot Personalized
Content Extraction:

prompt for NS is Follow the
below example: Example: Output.
You are creating a short slide
deck for presenting to the
non-technical audience who cares
mostly about the overall impact
of the solution approach in
the research paper. They don’t
understand any of the technical
jargons used in the literature
of machine learning and natural
language processing tasks. In
particular you want to create
slides on the topic of [topic].
Choose the sentences pertaining
to the topic of [topic] from
the list of [sentences] such
that all the content should be
informative, understandable,
crisp, and all relevant and
descriptive details. Only
extract the sentences and format
your answer as JSON with key as
the topic [topic] and value as
the list of relevant sentences.

prompt for NL is Follow the
below example: Example: Output.
You are creating a long slide
deck for presenting to the
non-technical audience who cares
mostly about the overall impact
of the solution approach in
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the research paper. They don’t
understand any of the technical
jargons used in the literature
of machine learning and natural
language processing tasks. In
particular you want to create
slides on the topic of [topic].
Choose the sentences pertaining
to the topic of [topic] from
the list of [sentences] such
that all the content should be
informative, understandable,
crisp, and all relevant and
descriptive details. Only
extract the sentences and format
your answer as JSON with key as
the topic [topic] and value as
the list of relevant sentences.

prompt for ES is Follow the
below example: Example: Output.
You are creating a short slide
deck for presenting to the
technical audience who wants to
know the problem, solution, its
impact, technical details, proofs
and results. In particular you
want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the
topic of [topic] from the list
of [sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

prompt for EL is Follow the
below example: Example: Output.
You are creating a long slide
deck for presenting to the
technical audience who wants to
know the problem, solution, its
impact, technical details, proofs
and results. In particular you
want to create slides on the
topic of [topic]. Choose the
sentences pertaining to the
topic of [topic] from the list

of [sentences] such that all the
content should be informative,
understandable, crisp, and all
relevant and descriptive details.
Only extract the sentences and
format your answer as JSON with
key as the topic [topic] and
value as the list of relevant
sentences.

F Prompts for Zero-shot Topic
Generator:

Prompt for NS is Find the answer
for the prompt: Here is the
title [title] and abstract
[abstract] of the paper in the
following usecase where I want
to present the paper to the
non-technical audience who cares
mostly about the overall impact
of the solution approach in
the research paper. They don’t
understand any of the technical
jargons used in the literature
of machine learning and natural
language processing tasks in this
case can you make presentation
slides which is short comprising
of 4-5 topics.Format your
response as JSON Object with keys
as paperID and topics.

Prompt for NL is Find the
answer for the prompt: Here is
the title [title] and abstract
[abstract] of the paper in
the following usecase where I
want to present the paper to
the non-technical audience who
cares mostly about the overall
impact of the solution approach
in the research paper. They
don’t understand any of the
technical jargons used in the
literature of machine learning
and natural language processing
tasks. in this case can you
make presentation slides which is
short comprising of 8-10 topics.
Format your response as JSON
Object with keys as paperID and
topics.
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Prompt for ES is Find the
answer for the prompt: Here is
the title [title] and abstract
[abstract] of the paper in the
following usecase where I want
to present the paper to the
technical audience who wants
to know the problem, solution,
its impact, technical details,
proofs and results in this case
can you make presentation slides
which is short comprising of 4-5
topics.Format your response as
JSON Object with keys as paperID
and topics.

Prompt for EL is Find the
answer for the prompt: Here is
the title [title] and abstract
[abstract] of the paper in the
following usecase where I want
to present the paper to the
technical audience who wants
to know the problem, solution,
its impact, technical details,
proofs and results in this case
can you make presentation slides
which is long comprising of 8-10
topics.Format your response as
JSON Object with keys as paperID
and topics.

G Prompts for Few-shot Topic Generator

Prompt for NS is Follow
the output of two examples:
Example1: Output1, Example2:
Output2. Find the answer for
the prompt: Here is the title
[title] and abstract [abstract]
of the paper in the following
usecase where I want to present
the paper to the non-technical
audience who cares mostly
about the overall impact of the
solution approach in the research
paper. They don’t understand any
of the technical jargons used
in the literature of machine
learning and natural language
processing tasks. In this case
can you make presentation slides
which is short comprising of 4-5

topics.Format your response as
JSON Object with keys as paperID
and topics.

Prompt for NL is Follow
the output of two examples:
Example1: Output1, Example2:
Output2. Find the answer for
the prompt: Here is the title
[title] and abstract [abstract]
of the paper in the following
usecase where I want to present
the paper to the non-technical
audience who cares mostly
about the overall impact of the
solution approach in the research
paper. They don’t understand any
of the technical jargons used
in the literature of machine
learning and natural language
processing tasks. In this case
can you make presentation slides
which is short comprising of 4-5
topics.Format your response as
JSON Object with keys as paperID
and topics.

Prompt for ES is Follow
the output of two examples:
Example1: Output1, Example2:
Output2. Find the answer for
the prompt: Here is the title
[title] and abstract [abstract]
of the paper in the following
usecase where I want to present
the paper to the technical
audience who wants to know the
problem, solution, its impact,
technical details, proofs and
results in this case can you
make presentation slides which
is short comprising of 4-5
topics.Format your response as
JSON Object with keys as paperID
and topics.

Prompt for EL is Follow
the output of two examples:
Example1: Output1, Example2:
Output2. Find the answer for
the prompt: Here is the title
[title] and abstract [abstract]
of the paper in the following
usecase where I want to present
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the paper to the technical
audience who wants to know the
problem, solution, its impact,
technical details, proofs and
results in this case can you make
presentation slides which is long
comprising of 8-10 topics.Format
your response as JSON Object with
keys as paperID and topics.

H Instructions for Technical Audience

We have created an algorithm which transforms
an input document into a presentation (.pptx file)
taking the audience persona into account. Taking
the example of an NLP Research paper, the slides
created for presenting to a technical audience (such
as conference attendants) will vary from the slides
created for presenting to a non-technical audience
such as Product Managers, experts from other fields
or just beginners. Our algorithm takes the audience
persona into account and generates different pre-
sentations according to the author’s requirement.

The goal of this human evaluation is to get de-
tailed feedback regarding the quality of the content
created by our algorithm and the content created
by baselines NOTE: For all the generated outputs,
the source is the input paper only. While evaluating
ensure that external information is not incorporated
You will be shown NLP Research papers and out-
puts corresponding to each paper. You have to read
the instructions in the “Instruction” column.Then
for each of the output please write 1, 2, 3, 4 or
5 for the criteria: a) Coverage of the paper (how
much does the set of topics cover the most impor-
tant portions of the paper?) - Answer should be
between 1 to 5, b) Comprehensibility [Based on
the paper contributions and interest of the audience,
how much the topics mentioned in the list will be
useful for the audience of a particular persona?] -
Answer should be between 1 to 5, c) Length-based
satisfaction (short/long) (Based on the paper contri-
butions, how well the topics get distributed based
on the length) - Answer should be between 1 to
5 Spreadsheet: Based on your experience, I have
rated you as a technical-expert person. Now fillup
the spreadsheet. Please download the spreadsheet,
save it with your name and fill it up and send it over
via Upwork channel.

I Instructions for Non-Technical
Audience

We have created an algorithm which transforms
an input document into a presentation (.pptx file)
taking the audience persona into account. Taking
the example of an NLP Research paper, the slides
created for presenting to a technical audience will
vary from the slides created for presenting to a
non-technical audience such as Product Managers
or experts from other fields. Our algorithm takes
the audience persona into account and generates
different presentations according to the author’s
requirement. Follow the video Link5 over here to
understand the difference between types of audi-
ence and presentations. The goal of this human
evaluation is to get detailed feedback regarding the
quality of the content created by our algorithm and
the content created by baselines NOTE: For all the
generated outputs, the source is the input paper
only. While evaluating please ensure that external
information is not incorporated You will be shown
NLP Research papers and outputs corresponding to
each paper.. You have to read the instructions in the
“Instruction” column.Then for each of the output
please write 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 for the criteria: Coverage
of the paper (how much does the set of topics cover
the most important portions of the paper?) - An-
swer should be between 1 to 5, Comprehensibility
[Based on the paper contributions and interest of
the audience, how much the topics mentioned in
the list will be useful for the audience of a partic-
ular persona?] - Answer should be between 1 to
5, Length-based satisfaction (short/long) (Based
on the paper contributions, how well the topics get
distributed based on the length) - Answer should
be between 1 to 5.

Based on your experience, I have rated you as a
non-technical person. Fillup the spreadsheet Please
download the spreadsheet, save it with your name
and fill it up and send it over via Upwork channel.

J Some additional questions asked during
the hiring process

We further ask some additional questions while hir-
ing the Expert and Non-Expert Annotators through
Upwork. These questions were asked to further
validate their depth of knowledge regarding the
topic.

5https://vimeo.com/870088002?share=
copy
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• What is the most recent Machine Learning or
NLP paper that you have read? What did you
like and dislike about that?

• If you have created a presentation before for
*ACL or ML conferences, can you upload
that?

• Can you read a paper X in 10-15 minutes and
briefly explain what are the things you under-
stood clearly and what else you had struggled
with?
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Figure 11: The slides generated from our baseline ZS-method based on the slide title “Methodology Description”
which shows that in the first slide, we have some non-relevant content of “Addressing Two Problems”, and in the
second slide, we have non-relevant content on Results.

Figure 12: The slides generated from our proposed Persona-Aware-D2S-method based on the slide title “Methodol-
ogy Description” which shows that in the first slide, we have some methods explained along with equations, and in
the second slide, the model generates matrix, model and parameter estimation. Hence, non-relevant content is less
compared to our baseline method. Moreover, it suffices the requirements of Expert Audience more than the content
displayed by our baseline method.
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PERFORMANCE OF CONTENT FILTER
Precision Recall

AVERAGE GPT CALLS
1 6.73 78.89

5.3 5.93 81.34
8.2 5.88 100

Table 10: Shows the trade-off between using entire paper as candidates in 3.2 (higher number of GPT calls) vs the
performance of recall in candidate filtering. The data shows a pattern where, as the average number of GPT calls
increases, the precision slightly decreases, while recall significantly increases. This step was mostly done to chunk
the input prompt (for GPT-3.5-turbo) to 4096 token limit, but we infer that making smaller number of GPT calls
upto five might hurt the performance of candidate retrieval.

F1-score Rouge-1 Rouge-L

GPT-2 (text-davinci-002) 0.12 0.10 0.07
GPT-3 (text-davinci-003) 0.32 0.13 0.12
GPT-3.5-turbo 0.38 0.20 0.13

Table 11: Generalizability of our approach on three LLMs, where we report the zero-shot content extraction
performance of all the models on the development set. All these models have the same set of slide outlines
and the persona-aware constraints in their inputs to show a fair comparison. Stoked by the best performance of
GPT-3.5-turbo, we conduct all our experiments in the main paper using that model.

Time required by Annotator 1 Time required by Annotator 2 Time required by Annotator 3

From Scratch More than 1 hour More than 1 hour More than 1 hour
Z-S Generated 45 to 60 mins More than 1 hour 45 to 60 mins
P-F Generated Less than 30 mins 45 to 60 mins Less than 30 mins

Table 12: Comparison of the ability of the expert authors (required time) to create their own presentations from
scientific papers and tailored for non-expert audience having limited experience in NLP and Machine Learning with
first-draft of slides generated from Zero-shot personalized approach (ZS-TG, ZS-CE, summarization and alignment),
our proposed P-F approach and from scratch when they do not see any first draft.
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